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had not yet even been introduced – that would not happen until August 1981.  Therefore this 
work was originally typed on old IBM “Selectric” typewriters and finally it was “word 
processed” on a “toaster”.  It is recalled that these things (image below) used 8 inch magnetic 
discs and they took quite a degree of training by “factory authorized personnel”.  It took some 
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It must be understood that this is a research document, this book is not something 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

During the winter of 1979-1980 an allowable annual cut was calculated for the areas of land 

collectively defined as the Fairbanks Forest Management Area.  This area includes all State 

Lands classified as Forest Management and Resource Management within approximately a 60 

mile radius of Fairbanks.  These areas, mapped on 1:63,360 U.S.G.S. quadrangle sheets which 

are kept in the Fairbanks District Office, are considered to be the sustained yield land base.  

From this point onward this area shall be referred to as the Fairbanks Working Circle.  The 

working circle is defined as “the primary unit of forest management large enough to furnish a 

sustained yield of forest products…”1.  For purposes of administration and reference, this 

working circle is divided into three “compartments”.  The Salcha compartment is shown in 

Figure 1, the Goldstream compartment is shown in Figure 2 and the Chena compartment is 

shown in Figure 3. 

 

The allowable annual cut from 1968-1973 was considered to be 2,554.52 thousand board feet 

(MBF) per year of white spruce based on a 50 year cutting time of the growing stock.2  In 1973 

the annual cut figure was reduced to 1,390 MBF per year of white spruce based on a 120 year 

rotation.3  Before 1968 there was no allowable cut figure used, as lands were being conveyed 

from federal ownership to state ownership at a very rapid pace and the sustained yield land 

base was constantly in a state of flux.  The problem of a changing sustained yield land base still 

exists as lands are continuously being reclassified, conveyed from the federal government, and 

disposed of.  The land base of the Fairbanks Working Circle is approximately 700,000 acres.  

Of this 700,000 acres approximately 242,500 acres or 35 percent is considered to be 

commercial forest land. 

 

Allowable annual cut figures were generated for both white spruce (Picea glauca (Moench) Voss) 

and for hardwoods [paper birch (Betula papyrifera Marsh.) and quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides 

Michx.)].  The reason this was done is because white spruce is considered to be a commercial 

sawtimber species while hardwoods are best suited for firewood and pulp. 
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OBJECTIVES 

 

The primary purpose behind the recalculation of the allowable annual cut was to determine 

whether the current 1.39 million board feet (MMBF) per year was still accurate.  Local 

managers with considerable knowledge of the lands involved were under the impression that 

the 1.39 MMBF figure was excessively low.  This proved to be the case.  An allowable annual 

cut had never been calculated for hardwoods before, and as fuelwood demand in the 

Fairbanks area is very high it is thought hardwoods should now be considered part of the 

regulated cut.  In calendar year 1979 there were personal use fuelwood permits issued for up to 

20,000 cords.  To date in 1980 the number of permits issued is 72 percent greater than it was 

at this time in 1979.4  If demand continues to increase at this pace there will be a demand for 

34,400 cords of hardwoods in 1980.  At approximately 90 cubic feet per cord this converts to 

3,096 thousand cubic feet (MCF) per year merely for personal use fuelwood.  Other objectives 

of this study were to complete a timber type map of the subject lands and to determine the 

acreages of various commercial forest lands. 

 

The timber type map also shows the generalized locations of the various commercial stands, 

and where concentrations may be found.  This will be helpful in preparation of upcoming five 

year plans and long range transportation system planning. 

 

METHODS AND RESULTS 

 

Timber Type Acreages 

 

The estimates of timbered area acreages (Table 1) are based on a timber type map which was 

locally made over the last year by various seasonal and full time employees.  Timber typing 

methods are covered in the attached report, entitled “Timber Typing and Acreage Estimations 

for the Fairbanks Working Circle”, by Robert Cannon, Inventory Technician. 
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Average Site Indices 

 

The weighted average site index for both white spruce and hardwood stands was calculated 

from available U.S. Forest Service Inventory Data, Fairbanks Block, Tanana Inventory Unit 

and Wood-Salcha Inventory Unit.5  The average site index is needed for the determination of 

rotation age (q.v.).  The Forest Service Inventory Data are summarized by plot, and as four to 

six dominant and co-dominant trees on each plot had age and height determined, the site 

index was computer determined for each plot.  A stratum expansion factor gives the number 

of acres represented by each plot, so a weighted average site index can be easily calculated.  

Only those plots falling on State Lands were used (Table 2) for this average site index 

calculation. 

 

White Spruce 

 

White spruce is represented by 22 plots falling on State Lands (Table 3).  The weighted average 

site index of these plots is 76.4 and is rounded to 75 feet at 100 years. 

 

Hardwoods 

 

Hardwood species are represented by 55 plots falling on State Lands (Table 4).  The weighted 

average site index of these plots is 59.8 and is rounded to 60 feet at 50 years. 

 

Rotation Age Determination 

 

The Society of American Foresters defines rotation (1958) as “The period of years to establish 

and grow timber crops to a specified condition of maturity”1.  The catch phrase in this 

definition is “specified condition of maturity.”  There are four different types of rotation to be 

considered.  These are: physical rotation, technical or product rotation, financial rotation, and 

pathological or natural rotation.  Physical rotation coincides with the culmination of mean 

annual increment.  Over several rotations this yields the largest quantity of material per unit 

area.  Technical or product rotation is the period at which the size and other characteristics of 

the crop are suitable for a special purpose.  Financial rotation is the period which maximizes 
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the net return to the forest owner.  Pathological or natural rotation is the rotation based on the 

silvical nature of the trees in the forest.  It is used with certain species that reach a specific age 

and then commonly die and deteriorate rapidly 1. 

 

White Spruce 

 

The rotation age in use up to this time has been 120 years.  This was an estimate of natural 

rotation based on field experience of local managers.  The decision was made to attempt to 

check this figure by various methods.  The first method was to graph the cubic foot volume 

per acre yield for successively increasing ages from volume tables and then draw a straight line 

from the graph origin tangent to this curve (Figure 4).  According to the Forestry Handbook 

for British Columbia 6 this gives a rough idea of culmination of mean annual increment, which 

is considered to be the physical rotation age.  This method gives a rotation age of about 105 

years.  The second method graphs cubic foot volume production per acre per year at various 

ages, (Figure 5), this shows at what age volume production begins to drop off and gives a 

rotation age of about 100 years.  The third method shows cubic foot volume increase per acre 

per year by ten year increments (Figure 6).  This method shows that volume production per 

acre per year drops off in power curve fashion )( baxy  and at approximately age 120 the 

curve begins to flatten out on its asymptotic approach to the zero line.  Next, from the 

Inventory Data, the d.b.h. (diameter at breast height) versus age data were analyzed by the least 

squares method to determine the correlation between age and diameter (Table 5).  The best 

curve fit is an exponential curve of the form bxaey  .  This predicts that a 120 year old spruce 

will be about 15 inches d.b.h.  The last two methods give an approximate rotation age of 120 

years.  This plus the ten years allowed by the Forest Practices Act Regulations for 

establishment of the new forest, or 130 years is therefore taken as the rotation age of white 

spruce. 
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Hardwoods 

 

Hardwood species have never had a rotation age determination made on them, as the 

hardwood cut was small and unregulated.  First, as with spruce, the cubic foot volume per acre 

at various ages was graphed and a straight line drawn from the origin tangent to this curve.  

This method gives a rotation age of about 78 years (Figure 7).  Figure 8 presents cubic foot 

volume production per acre per year at various ages and shows that volume production drops 

off quite dramatically after 80 years of age.  Next, as with spruce, the cubic foot volume 

increase per acre per year was graphed (Figure 9).  This figure shows that volume increase 

begins decreasing after age 50.  Table 6 presents d.b.h. versus age data from the Inventory 

Data.  These data were analyzed by the least squares method and it was determined that the 

curve is best represented by an exponential curve of the form bxaey  .7 

 

Based on the four tests discussed above, a rotation of 70 years was selected.  This was selected 

as a product rotation as the hardwood species are used entirely for fuel wood, at least at this 

time.  Table 6 shows that at age 70 the expected d.b.h. will be in the ten to 11 inch range.  The 

hardwood species are not considered to be saw log size until they reach 11.0 inches d.b.h., so it 

can be seen that a 70 year rotation will remove this timber when, technically it is still 

considered to be poletimber.  It is not felt that a significant increase in cubic volume per acre 

would occur by letting the hardwoods reach sawlog size.  It was found in the Inventory Data 

that sawtimber size hardwood stands are practically non-existent.  It appears that as the 

hardwood stands become sawlog size they become quite decadent and any additional increase 

in volume per acre is due to spruce understory trees reaching an age of maximum growth. 
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Calculations for Annual Increment 

 

Stand Size Class Versus Stand Age 

 

From the Forest Service Inventory Data, Fairbanks and Wood-Salcha blocks, a listing of stand 

size class (S.S.C.) versus stand ages was compiled for spruce and also for the hardwood species 

(Tables 7 and 9) these data were analyzed to see if there was a definable correlation.  This 

information was needed to calculate the net mean annual increment (q.v.) by stand size class 

and age group. 

 

White Spruce 

 

Analysis of the information presented in Table 7 by the method of least squares shows that the 

best curve fit for this particular set of data is a logarithmic curve of the form xbay ln  

with a coefficient of determination ( 2r ) of 0.871 (See Table 8 and Figure 10).  This 

information shows that at approximately 45 years of age the spruce stands become poletimber 

and at age 120 they become sawtimber stands. 

 

Hardwoods 

 

The stand size class versus stand age data for hardwoods (Table 9) were also analyzed by the 

least squares method and it was found that these data best fit a power curve of the form 

baxy   with a coefficient of determination ( 2r ) of 0.976 (See Table 10 and Figure 11).  This 

information shows that hardwood stands generally become poletimber size at about age 50 

and become sawtimber at age 130.  It should be remembered that hardwood species must be 

11.0 inches d.b.h. to be considered sawtimber, while white spruce becomes sawtimber at 9.0 

inches d.b.h. 
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Annual Increment by Stand Size Class and Age 

 

Mean Annual Increment (M.A.I.) is the average increase in the (cubic foot) stand volume per 

acre per year.  The net M.A.I. is the gross M.A.I. less the mortality and decay.  Analysis of the 

Forest Service Inventory Data for both gross and net mean annual increment showed virtually 

no difference between the two.  This would tend to show that the field crews were not 

especially adept at finding defect in the standing trees.  Local fall, buck, and scale cruising 

shows defect in spruce stands to run at least five percent.  The only Forest Service plots that 

showed a difference between gross and net mean annual increment were the plots where 

standing dead trees were recorded.   

 

White Spruce 

 

It was shown by the stand size class (S.S.C.) versus stand age calculations (Table 8 and Figure 

10) what size class a stand could be expected to be at various ages.  Analysis of the Inventory 

Plot Data showing stand size class, age group, and net mean annual increment as a percent of 

gross cubic volume per acre, was performed by the least squares method for a multiple linear 

regression of the form cybxaz  with 88 plots (Table 11).  It was shown that 

)3363.0()1702.0(8977.4 yxz  with a coefficient of multiple determination ( 2r ) equal 

to 0.4455 and a multiple correlation coefficient ( r ) of 0.6675 which is considered to be 

significant at the one percent level, with 88 degrees of freedom.  The stand age group is the 

“x” variable, the stand size class is “y” and the net M.A.I. is being solved for as “z”.  The age 

group versus stand size class data analyzed earlier are used in Table 12 to solve for average net 

M.A.I. by stand size class.  These data, presented in Table 12, show that spruce stands between 

1.0 and 4.9 inches in d.b.h. (S.S.C. 1) exhibit a net mean annual increment of 4.0509 percent of 

the gross cubic volume per acre.  Those between 5.0 and 8.9 inches in d.b.h. (S.S.C. 2) increase 

in cubic volume at the rate of 2.9489 percent of gross cubic volume per acre.  A net M.A.I. of 

1.1663 percent per year is shown for sawtimber stands (S.S.C. 3 – 9.0” d.b.h. and larger).  It is 

assumed that a mature stand is suffering a certain amount of decay and mortality that is not 

shown in the Inventory Data and the net M.A.I. for sawtimber stands is considered to be zero. 
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Hardwoods 

 

The Inventory Plot Data showing stand size class, stand age group and net M.A.I. as a percent 

of gross cubic volume per acre were analyzed for a multiple linear regression and with 69 plots 

(Table 13) the regression equation is )0549.0()3136.0(5798.5 yxz   where “x” is 

stand age group “y” is stand size class and “z” is net M.A.I. as a percent of gross cubic volume 

per acre.  The coefficient of multiple determination ( 2r ) is 0.3058 and the multiple correlation 

coefficient ( r ) is 0.5530 which is considered to be significant at the one percent level with 69 

degrees of freedom. 

 

The age group versus stand size class calculations presented earlier (Figure 11 and Table 10) 

are used in Table 14 to solve for net M.A.I. by stand size class.  In this table it is shown that 

sapling size stands gain volume at the rate of 4.694 percent of gross cubic volume per acre per 

year.  Poletimber size stands put on cubic volume at the rate of 3.136 percent of gross volume 

per acre per year and the sawtimber size stands are not considered to be gaining volume. 

 

Gross Cubic Volume per Acre 

 

Gross cubic foot volume per acre by stand size class for white spruce is presented in Table 15 

and for hardwood stands in Table 16.  These data were tabulated from the Forest Service 

Inventory Data for the Fairbanks and Wood-Salcha Blocks.  As there were not enough plots to 

consider only those falling on State Lands, plots in the entire block were considered.  The 

average volume per acre for each species type and size class was calculated, along with the 

standard deviation.  The standard error was calculated both in terms of cubic feet per acre and 

as a percent of the mean (Table 17). 

 

The means from Table 17 were graphed (Figure 12) and a parallel curve was drawn ½ of a 

standard deviation above this mean line, another curve was drawn ½ of a standard deviation 

below the mean, and a third curve was drawn a full standard deviation below the mean.  This 

process was done for white spruce and also for hardwoods.  The area between the mean curve 

and the one drawn ½ of a standard deviation above it was considered to represent gross cubic 

volume per acre for stands with above average crown closure.  The area between the mean 
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curve and the curve ½ of a standard deviation below it was considered to represent the 

volume per acre of stands with average crown closure and the area between the curves drawn 

½ and one standard deviation below the mean represents stand volume per acre for those 

stands with below average crown closure.  For purposes of defining each stand size class 

versus crown closure combination the midpoint between each curve was taken as 

representative of average gross cubic volume per acre.  Table 18 presents the gross cubic 

volume per acre ranges for each timber type along with the midpoints of the ranges. 

 

White Spruce 

 

The net mean annual increment as a percent of gross cubic volume per acre is brought forward 

from Table 12 and converted to cubic feet per acre per year in Table 18.  It will be seen, upon 

inspection, that the stands exhibiting the greatest gain in cubic foot volume per acre per year 

are poletimber stands with an above average crown closure (S23).  Weighting this net mean 

annual increment per acre per year with the acreages per timber type (Table 1) it will be seen 

that the average increment per acre per year for stands in the Fairbanks Working Circle is in 

the range of 13 cubic feet.8 

 

Hardwoods 

 

The net mean annual increment as a percent of gross cubic volume per acre is brought forward 

from Table 18 and converted to terms of cubic feet per acre per year.  It will again be noted 

upon inspection, that the stands exhibiting the greatest increment in terms of cubic feet per 

acre per year are poletimber stands with above average crown closure (H23).  Weighting 

average incremental annual growth with the hardwood stand acreages in Table 1 it will be seen 

that the average net annual increment is in the range of 21 cubic feet per acre per year. 

 

Mixed Stands 

 

The gross cubic volume per acre for mixed stands as presented in Figure 12 and Table 18 is 

derived from the previously explained calculations by taking the average of the mean volume 

per acre of the spruce and hardwood stands.  It had to be assumed that mixed stands would 
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have more cubic volume per acre than a pure hardwood stand, but less cubic volume per acre 

than a pure white spruce stand.  The Forest Service Inventory Data do not recognize a 

“mixed” type, but rather, make a type call based on a combination of stocking and the actual 

physical number of trees per plot.  Therefore, the decision was made to calculate the gross 

cubic volume per acre and the net mean annual increment based on the averages of white 

spruce and hardwood stands.  Weighting the net annual increment with the mixed stand 

acreages presented in Table 1 gives a mixed stand average increment of about 21 cubic feet per 

acre per year. 

 

Board Foot per Cubic Foot Ratio 

 

The Forest Service Inventory Data is presented in terms of both cubic foot volume and board 

foot (International ¼ inch rule) volume.  The author firmly believes that the entire country 

should be using the metric system and that within a very few years we will be making the 

conversion.  Cubic measure is a step in the right direction and therefore all calculations 

performed in the computation of the allowable annual cut were done using cubic foot measure.  

As timber is not yet sold in terms of cubic measure a conversion factor was felt necessary for 

the local managers to use in the meantime.  From the Forest Service data, the board foot per 

cubic foot ratio was calculated for each plot and tabulated along with the stand size class 

(S.S.C.) for each plot (Tables 19 and 20).  These data were analyzed by the method of least 

squares to determine whether there was a meaningful correlation between stand size class and 

the board foot per cubic foot ratio. 

 

White Spruce 

 

The stand size class versus board foot per cubic foot ratio data are presented in Table 19.  

Analysis by the method of least squares shows that an exponential curve ( bxaey  ) exhibits 

the best fit, with a coefficient of determination ( 2r ) of 0.401. This gives a correlation 

coefficient ( r ) of 0.633, which is considered significant at the one percent level with a sample 

size of 114.  The decision was made, however, not to use these figures to convert the allowable 

annual cut from cubic to board foot measure as it is felt that a significant portion of the 

harvest cutting will include poletimber as well as sawtimber.  Therefore, a mean of all ratios 
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was calculated and should be used if one feels the allowable cut must be converted from cubic 

measure to board foot measure.  This conversion factor is 4.018 board feet per cubic foot and 

the standard error of this figure is 2.705 percent.  The 95 percent confidence interval of this 

figure is expressed by the equation .).( estx   and with 95 percent confidence it can be said 

that the true conversion factor lies between 3.802 and 4.234 board feet per cubic foot.  This 

figure is in terms of the International ¼ inch scale.  This cannot be converted directly to 

Scribner scale, the log rule in local use.  In terms of 16 foot logs between six inches and 20 

inches at the small end, Scribner scale averages about 86.5 percent of International, and 

between 21 inches and 40 inches Scribner averages about 96.9 percent of International.  The 

average for the entire range between six and 40 inches is 92.5 percent of International. 

 

Hardwoods 

 

The stand size class versus board foot per cubic foot ratio data for hardwoods are presented in 

Table 20.  Analysis by the method of least squares for a straight linear regression as well as 

various curvilinear regressions shows the best possible fit gives a coefficient of determination 

( 2r ) of only about 0.15, meaning that only about 15 percent of the variation in the board foot 

per cubic foot ratio is explained by the stand size class.  This was not considered significant 

and a mean of all data was therefore calculated.  Even this mean exhibits a standard error of 

8.91 percent with 81 samples. 

 

The allowable annual cut for hardwoods is most needed on a cordwood basis so it is not 

expected that the figure of 1.114 board feet per cubic foot for hardwoods will be used for 

conversion purposes.  The rule of thumb used in this area for cubic foot to cordwood basis is 

90 cubic feet per cord.  This will continue to be used until further studies can be done. 

 

Field Defect 

 

Those Forest Service Inventory plots falling on State Lands were tabulated (Tables 21 and 22) 

listing the plot numbers and the percent defect.  The percent defect was calculated from the 

gross cubic volume per acre figure as compared to the net cubic volume per acre figure.  

Where NV equals net volume and GV equals gross volume, percent defect is calculated by the 
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formula (1 - NV/GV).  The percent defect is needed to determine the net allowable annual cut, 

as all computations were done using a gross volume figure. 

 

White Spruce 

 

The spruce is tabulated in Table 21, and upon completion of the calculations for percent 

defect it was discovered that there was only an average 1.73 percent difference shown, overall, 

between gross and net cubic volume per acre.  The standard error of this mean was found to 

be in excess of 15 percent with a sample size of 88 plots.  It was not felt that this was realistic, 

and the conclusion was drawn that either the field crews were not especially adept at 

recognizing defect in standing trees, external indicators were not present, or a combination of 

the above led to an overall very low defect call.  As stated previously, the defect found in local 

fall, buck, and scale cruising runs at least five percent and up to fifteen percent for white 

spruce. 

 

Hardwoods 

 

Hardwood defect percents are tabulated in Table 22.  The mean defect percent picked up by 

field crews was calculated to be 6.82 percent with a standard error in excess of 14 percent 

using 69 plots; the conclusion drawn was the same as with spruce; i.e., the field crews did not 

discover much of the defect, as field experience shows hardwood stands to have up to 25 

percent defect. 

 

Mature and Immature Timber Types 

 

Most allowable annual cut formulas apply an annual increment to immature timber stands and 

do not apply an annual increment to mature stands.  Table 23 lists timber types that are 

considered to be mature and also those that are considered to be immature.  It will be noted 

that poletimber size hardwoods are considered to be mature.  The reasoning behind this is that 

as the hardwoods reach sawtimber size (11.0 inches d.b.h.) they become overmature and stand 

volume per acre attributed to hardwoods alone actually appears to go down.  Although 

poletimber size stands have been previously shown to have an annual increment in the range 
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of three percent, it is felt that with the large acreage proportion of overmature hardwoods 

found in the working circle that will be harvested concurrently with the poletimber, an annual 

increment of zero should be used.  The hardwood stands are also felt to have a much higher 

defect factor than was picked up by field crews, as previously explained. 

 

Computer Assigned Timber Types versus Mapped Timber Types 

 

The Forest Service Inventory plot locations were transferred from the original maps, which are 

retained in the State Office of the Department of Natural Resources, to the timber type map, 

which was prepared locally.  The timber types, stand size classes, and gross cubic volumes per 

acre were taken from the Inventory Data and tabulated in Table 24.  It was calculated what 

percent of the gross cubic volume per acre was attributed to spruce and hardwoods.  If 30 

percent or less of the volume was attributed to the minor species group, the timber type was 

considered to be pure.  If over 30 percent of the volume was attributed to the minor species 

group, the timber type was considered to be mixed spruce and hardwood.  These calculations 

were done to determine the “Indicated Forest Type”.  The “Indicated Stocking Level” was 

determined by comparing the total gross cubic volume per acre to the ranges listed in Table 18.  

After the determination was made as to what timber type, stand size class, and stocking level 

each plot should be called, according to the typing methods used, it was compared to the call 

actually made for that particular stand.  This comparison data is summarized at the end of 

Table 24.  It will be noted that the Forest Type calls agree with the Indicated Forest Type on 

65 percent of the plots.  The stand size class call agrees with the indicated stand size on 67 

percent of the plots.  The indicated stocking level agrees with the stocking level call on 45 

percent of the plots.  The complete call agreed with the complete indicated stand description 

13 percent of the time.  A further analysis was done to determine whether the gross cubic 

volume per acre calculated earlier should be recomputed.  The stocking level call was higher 

than indicated 40 percent of the time, and the call was lower than indicated 15 percent of the 

time.  An attempt was therefore made to recalculate the gross cubic volume per acre by species 

type, stand size class and stocking level so it would coincide with the call over 50 percent of 

the time.  After a good deal of calculation and several trials using various volume per acre 

figures, with no success in increasing the percent of plots agreeing, the decision was made to 

leave the gross volume per acre figures as they were and be satisfied with a 45 percent 

agreement factor between called and indicated stocking levels.  Each overall stand call is 
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composed of three parts; the species call, the stand size class call, and the stocking level call.  

The 55 Forest Service plots falling on State Lands therefore, can be looked at as having 55 x 3 

or 165 pieces of information.  Of these 165 values there is agreement on 98 of them, or 59.4 

percent, this is considered acceptable. 

 

Overall Net Mean Annual Increment 

 

A net mean annual increment (net M.A.I.) for the forest as a whole was needed for use in two 

of seven different trial calculations of an allowable annual cut.  These data (Table 25) were 

prepared for immature timber types as defined in Table 23.  Net M.A.I. for each type is taken 

from Table 18, and acreage figures are taken from Table 1.  These data calculations show that 

the net M.A.I. for the forest as a whole is 1,261.18 MCF per year by this method.  Eighty-

seven percent (87%) or 1,098.04 MCF of the total is the white spruce increment and only 

163.14 MCF per year or 13 percent is the hardwood increment. 

 

Mature Timber Type Volume 

 

The gross cubic foot volume in all mature timber types was also needed for two of seven 

different trial calculations of allowable annual cut.  These data are tabulated and calculated in 

Table 26.  Upon inspection it will be noted that the present white spruce gross cubic volume is 

91,379.79 MCF, and the present hardwood gross cubic volume is 236,237.81 MCF.  This gives 

a total of 327,617.60 MCF of mature timber currently in the Fairbanks Working Circle. 

 

Growing Stock Volume 

 

There were three different trial allowable annual cut calculations performed for which total 

growing stock volume of all timber stands was needed.  This information is calculated and 

presented in Tables 27 and 28.  This was calculated by bringing the area per timber type 

forward from Table 1 and the gross cubic volume per acre forward from Table 18 and 

multiplying these two figures. 
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White Spruce 

 

The spruce growing stock volume is calculated and presented in Table 27.  Note that 77 

percent of the gross volume in pure spruce stands is found in mature spruce and that 59 

percent of the gross spruce volume in mixed stands is in mature spruce.  Of the 127,556.20 

MCF of white spruce growing stock volume in the working circle 72 percent is considered old 

growth or mature. 

 

Hardwoods 

 

The hardwood growing stock volume is calculated and presented in Table 28.  It will be noted 

that 51.5 percent of the gross volume in pure hardwood stands is in old growth sawtimber, 

and another 46.9 percent is in poletimber, which is considered mature for our purposes.  The 

hardwood component of mixed stands is 59.3 percent sawtimber and 39.7 percent poletimber.  

There are approximately 239,750.19 MCF of total growing stock volume and approximately 

236,237.80 MCF, or 98.5 percent can be considered mature for our purposes. 

 

 

 

And now let’s proceed to the Allowable Annual Cut Calculations. 
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ALLOWABLE ANNUAL CUT TRIALS 

 

Trial 1.  Simple Area Cut 

 

The simplest method of calculating an allowable annual cut is to divide the total productive 

forest area by the rotation age.  This method assumes clear-cut type harvesting will be 

practiced.  The calculation explained above will give the acreage that can be clear-cut per year.  

This acreage is then multiplied by the average volume per acre to determine the allowable 

annual cut.  The biggest weaknesses inherent in this method are that it does not take into 

account the fact that the forest is growing and it also does not consider the existing growing 

stock volume.  The calculations are performed and presented below. 

 

The comparison of all trial calculations are presented in Table 29.  It will be noted that ranking 

the results of all trials from lowest to highest the simple area cut calculation gives a rank of 

third for spruce and a ranking of second for hardwoods. 

 

Simple Area Cut Calculation 

 

White Spruce 

 

Total Productive Forest area of pure spruce type = 49,015 acres; rotation age = 130 years. 

 

year

acres

years

acres 377

130

015,49
  

 

S32 type considered average to cut in, at 2,058 cubic feet per acre. 

 

year

MCF

acre

cf
x

year

acres 87.775058,2377
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There are also 45,790 acres of “mixed” forest type.  Consider 50 percent of these acres to be 

spruce, and M32 type to be average to cut in. 

 

year

MCF

acre

CF
x

years
xsprucexacres

89.314788,1

130

1
%50790,45   

 

and:  
year

MCF

year

MCF

year

MCF 76.090,189.31487.775
  

 

 

Hardwoods 

 

Total productive forest area of pure hardwood type = 147,695 acres; rotation age = 70 years. 

 

year

acres

years

acres 110,2

70

695,147
  

 

H22 type considered average to cut in at 1,125 cubic feet per acre. 

 

year

MCF

acre

CF
x

year

acres 75.373,2125,1110,2
  

 

There are also 45,790 acres of mixed forest type.  Again, consider ½ of these to be hardwood 

and M22 type to be average to cut in. 

 

year

MCF

acre

CF
x

years
xhardwoodxacres

11.412260,1

70

1
%50790,45   

 

and:  
year

MCF

year

MCF

year

MCF 86.785,211.41275.373,2
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Trial 2.  Hanzlik Formula – Method 1 

 

This Hanzlik Formula calculation is based on the actual volume of old growth timber, 

presented in Table 26, the rotation period in years, and the net mean annual increment of 

immature timber types calculated in Table 25.  The Hanzlik Formula generally gives reasonable 

results only where a sizeable proportion of mature timber is present.  As stated previously, the 

Fairbanks Working Circle is composed of a very large percentage of mature timber.  The only 

question with this formula is the accuracy of the net mean annual increment calculation.  The 

calculations are presented below.  The results are compared to other trials in Table 29.  In 

order of rank this formula gives the sixth highest result for spruce and fifth highest result for 

hardwoods. 

 

Hanzlik Formula – Method 1 Calculations 

 

)(

)(
)(

YearsInPeriodRotation

TimberGrowthOldVolumeActual
typestimberimmatureMAI

CutAllowable




 

Where MAI = Mean Annual Increment 

OR 

R

Vm
ICA ..  

 

White Spruce 

 

yearMCF
years

xMCFMCF

MCFxMCFMCFAC

/96.800,1
)130(

])5.052.061,46[03.349,68(

53.467)5.075.32(13.614
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Hardwoods 

 

yearMCF

years

xMCFMCFMCF

xMCFMCFAC

/96.537,3

)70(

])5.052.061,46[80.403,15245.803,197(

)5.075.32(76.146






 

 

Trial 3.  Hanzlik Formula – Method 2 

 

This Hanzlik Formula calculation differs from the previous one only in terms of the net mean, 

annual increment used.  Using this method, net M.A.I. is calculated based on the projected 

rotation age yield for one acre, the commercial forest area younger than rotation age and the 

rotation age.  The method is illustrated below. 

 

The results of this method exhibit the median value for allowable annual cut of spruce, and 

sixth highest for hardwoods, as shown in Table 29. 

 

Hanzlik Formula – Method 2 Calculations 

 

R

AxYa
MAI   

Where: Ya = Rotation age yield for one acre 

A = Area in acres of forest types younger than R 

R = Rotation age 
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White Spruce 

                                     (S32)        (M32) 

yrCFMAIthereforeand

years

acxacCFacxacCF
MAI

/163,431

130

.)885,11/788,1(.)910,16/058,2(






 

 

 

Hardwoods 

                                      (H22)         (M22) 

yrCFMAIthereforeand

years

acxacCFacxacCF
MAI

/552,200

70

.)115,1/260,1(.)230,11/125,1(






 

 

 

And again, 

 

R

Vm
ICutAllowable   

 

White Spruce 

 

yrMCFCAthereforeand

years

MCFMCF
yrMCFCA

/08.134,1..

130

)76.030,2303.349,68(
/163.431..
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Hardwoods 

 

yrMCFCAthereforeand

years

MCFMCF
yrMCFCA

/38.575,3..

70

)56.434,38245.803,197(
/552.200..






 

 

Trial 4.  Hanzlik Formula – Method 3 

 

This Hanzlik Formula calculation differs, again, only in terms of the net mean annual 

increment.  Where V  is the average cubic volume per acre of undermature timber and a  is 

the average age of undermature timber, the net mean annual increment per acre is calculated 

by dividing V  by a .  The net M.A.I. for the forest is then found by multiplying by the acreage 

of immature timber.  From the stand size class versus stand age calculations (Tables 8 and 10) 

the average age for each stand size class was brought forward for this trial.  In the following 

pages both V  and a  are calculated for spruce and for hardwoods, and a fourth allowable 

annual cut figure is calculated below.  The results give a rank of fifth highest for spruce and 

fourth highest for hardwoods (Table 29). 

 

Hanzlik Formula – Method 3 Calculations 

 

R

Vm
ICutAllowable   

 

White Spruce 

 

yrMCF

years

MCFMCF
yrMCF

R

Vm
IAC

/66.220,1

130

76.030,2303.349,68
/734.517
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Hardwoods 

 

yrMCF

years

MCFMCFMCFMCF

yrMCF
R

Vm
IAC

/31.515,3

70

80.403,1576.030,2357.361,9467.441,103

/486.140







 

 

 

Net mean annual increment based on V  and a . 

Where V  = average cubic volume per acre of immature timber 

and a  = average age immature timber, 

AreaofSum

VolumeofSum
V   

 

and  
AreaofSum

AreaxAgeofSum
a

)(
  

 

and 
a

V
AcreIncrementAnnualMean /  

 

and the Areax
acre

MAI
foresttheforMAI   

 

 




